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The reason is that the former has a
deeper and a bigger case with longer

battery life. There are different types of
interfaces. So I decided to build my own

screen protector to fit the Docking
Station.. The iphone is a good choice
because it has many apps and games

that are used by other
people.[Transcatheter aortic valve

implantation in the inoperable patient:
myth or reality?]. The treatment of

inoperable patients suffering from severe
aortic stenosis is evolving rapidly. Both
surgical and transcatheter aortic valve

implantation (TAVI) are well established in
the treatment of inoperable patients. The
ideal patient for TAVI is not specified, but

would most likely be a frail, high risk
patient. Approximately 40 patients die in
the outpatients department of a Belgian
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University hospital, per year, on the
waiting list for valve surgery, because

they are deemed inoperable. The surgical
treatment is very often not possible due
to logistic constraints. For these patients,

TAVI remains an option. Their
characteristics and outcome will be

discussed in this review.Q: Overlay two or
more points I have the following code:

ewcommand{\Overlay}[2]{
\begin{tikzpicture}[overlay,remember

picture] ode [above] at (current
page.north) {#1}; ode [below] at (current

page.south) {#2}; \end{tikzpicture} }
\Overlay{Left}{Right} Which creates a

line between two nodes (so it's a graphic
line and not a tikz code). I would like to
add some more nodes to the line. I have
tried using a \foreach loop, but it did not
produce the result I wanted. The result I

was looking for is an overlay of three
nodes (so there will be a more graphical

feature added to the line than just a
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symbolic line between two points),
something like this: Is there a way to do it
without define a new command? I tried to
use the \foreach... \endforeach, but I do
not know how to specify in which node I

wish to overlay the lines. I tried with: ode
[above] at (current page.north)

{\Foreach[a]{1}{#1}[}{#1} But it
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